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Greater protection for bike racks•	
Modular systems•	
Earn LEED credits•	

Bike ShelterS

By providing cyclists with a secure and sheltered facility for 

their bikes, organizations make a strong statement about 

their commitment to accommodate alternative means of 

transportation.

Dero provides a number of different shelters, all specifically 

designed for bicycles.  Our shelters are specifically engineered 

to the dimensions of standard bicycles and are not merely retro-

fitted bus shelters as we often see.  The modular design of each 

line of shelters allows facility planners to order the exact size 

and capacity needed, and allows for future add-ons.
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Bike ShelterS General Information
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The Aero shelter is designed for building owner and bicyclist alike. It provides 
necessary protection against sun, rain, and snow while maintaining space 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness.  This modular 8’x8’ shelter features a 
polycarbonate roof that protects from sun while allowing some light to 
pass for added security.  Simple, modular construction has open sides for 
maximum accessibility and allows for easy installation and future expansion.  
It is available as a stand-alone, with Space Saver vertical racks or traditional 
horizontal parking options.

The Kolo shelter combines elegant aesthetics with flexible function.  This 
12’x15’ cantilever shelter features a polycarbonate roof that provides wide 
protection from sun, rain, hail and snow while allowing some light to pass for 
added security.  The Kolo shelter’s two-post design allows for easy accessibility 
and efficient, double-sided parking. It is available as a stand-alone, with Space 
Saver vertical racks or traditional vertical parking options. 

Small and versatile, the Pocket Shelter stores bikes in areas that would 
not normally accommodate bike parking.  This shelter is a modular 4’x8’ 
system that provides covered and secure bike storage but is extremely space 
efficient and cost-effective. The vertical Space Saver system needs only 44” 
of space from the wall and allows both the frame and wheel of each bike 
to be secured with a u-lock.

Various options available

Modular design makes adding on easy

Parks 6-12 bikes depending on configuration

Parks 6 bikes

Parks 9-14 bikes depending on configuration

Modular design makes adding on easy

Modular design makes adding on easy




